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Abstract - -We present a further development of the decomposition method [1,2], which leads to 
a single efficient and global method of solving linear or nonlinear, ordinary or partial dltferential 
equations for initial-value or boundary-value problems. No linearizntion, perturbation, or resort to 
dlscretized methods i involved. Potential savings in computation are very large (perhalm alx orde~ of 
magnitude insome cases) and important implications exists for modeling and computational ~,dysis. 
It is to be noted that once we realize that we can be less constrained by the mathematics byremoving 
the necessity of techniques such as linearization, perturbation, or dlscretization to make ,m,dym and 
computation f the models feasible and practical; we become able to develop more sophisticated and 
realistic models. Modeling effectively means retention ofessential features while striving for simplicity 
so that the resulting equations can be solved. With fewer limitations imposed to achieve tractibility, 
the models can be more realistic and we have a convenient and global technique for solution. 
DISCUSSION 
A part ial  differential equation can be written in the form 
[Lr + L~ + L~ + Lt]u + Ru + Nu = g, 
where Lx + Ly + Lz + Lt are the highest order partial derivatives, with respect o z, y, z , t .  Ru 
contains remaining l inear terms including lower order derivatives and Nu is a nonl inear term. t
We can solve for L~:u, L~u, Lzu or Ltu. Which one we choose depends on the order of the operator 
and which in i t ia l /boundary  conditions are best known. Suppose we choose Ltu because it is the 
lowest order; say, first so L, = ~ and the init ial condition is known. 
Then,  we write L~u = g - Ru - Nu  - L~u - Lzu - Lxu. Applying the inverse operator 
L~ "1 = fo[o] art, we have 
u = u(z,y,z,O) + L~lg -  L71Ru-  L71Nu-  L~I[L~ +Lz  + Lz]u. 
Identify 
uo = u(z,y,z,O) + L'~l g. 
~ An(uo,...,Un) to write Let u = ~n=oUn and Nu = F,,= o 
u = uo - L'~IR ~un - LTxE An - L'( 1 [L~ + L~ + Lr]E un 
from which terms of the decompostion u = .V-,u. can be calculated provided the An are deter- 
mined. Thus, 
Un+l = -L~lRun - L71An - L71[L~ + Lz + L~]un, n > O. 
1 We can include sto~-h~tielty in parameters, inputs, or conditions, and find first and second-order statistics of the 
solution process, but we do not show this here; the reader is referred to [1]. 
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Since we have algorithms for determining the An for the nonlinearities, the above u can be 
calculated. Suppose we now calculate L=u: 
Lru = g - Ru - Nu - [Ly + Lz + L=] u. 
Then, we proceed in exactly the same manner taking account of the order of L~. Suppose it is 
second-order. We need two conditions ymbolized by ~b~ - co(y, z, t) + zcl(y, z, t). Now 
Uo = co(y,z,t) + zcl(y, z,t) + L : l  g, 
Un+l -~  [L:I Ly + L~I L= "t" L~I Lt] un - L~I An, 
so components of u are determined. We calculate an n-term approximation ~bn = E~=_--01 u~ which 
converges to u = E~= 0 un. 
An additional decomposition of the initial/boundary terms Co and Cl is desirable. Thus, in the 
L=~u equation, for example, 
Uo - -  Co,o -t" zCl,o "1" L~lg, 
Ul  = C0,1 - -  XCl,1 -- L~I [Ly  -'}- Lz + Lt ]  Un - L~IAn. 
To evaluate the "constants" of integration, we determine the ~bz = u0 approximation to u and 
match it to the specified conditions. Suppose the conditions on z at z - bl and z - b2 are 
Then, 
u(bl, y, z, ~) -/31, 
u(b2, y, z, t) - •.  
so that 
co,o -F bl Cl,0 Jr- L~lg =/31, 
co,o -t" b2cl,o -F L~lg =/32, 
C0,0 "~" bl Cl,0 "-/31 - L: lg,  
Co,o + b~ cl,0 - /32 - L~lg, 
or  
cz,o ) = - L ; lg  ) ' 
from which co,o and el,0 are determined so that ~bl = u0 is determined (i.e., a first-order approx- 
imation to u). To proceed to higher approximations, we next calculate ul from 
Ul  --" C0,I "}" ZCl,1 - -  L~I[Lu + L, + L,]uo - L~IRuo - L~IAo. 
Since uo is known, Ul can be determined, so we have 
which we match to the boundary conditions 
c0,1 + bl c1,1 - L~I[Lu + L~ + Lt] uo - L~lRu0 - L'~IAo + ~1(bl) =/31, 
c0,z + b2c1,1 - L~I[Lu + L~ + Lt] u0 - L~lRu0 - L~IAo + ~1(b2) =/32, 
so ~b2 is determined. The process is continued to a satisfactory ~n. 
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The "solutions" for u from the operator equations Ltu,Lxu,L~u, or Lzu are called partial 
solutions, and it has been shown by Adomian and Rach [3] that the partial solutions or rather 
the n-term approximations for each, converge to the actual solution if the given conditions involve 
the variables as shown. That is, the partial solutions are equal so we need only calculate one 
of the operator equations. Exceptions occur ff the initial u0 term vanishes (in which case that 
operator equation is not used) or if the initial/boundary conditions do not involve all the variables 
shown (in which case, the partial solutions are asymptotically equal). 
Thus, an equation such as 
O2u O2u Ou Ou +,r(x,y)u + 6(z, y)f(u) = o + + y) + y) 
is put in our general form by writing 
0 2 0 2 0 # O 
Lx= Ox 2,Ly= -~y2'R=a-~z + Oy +TandNu=~f"  
The procedure solves linear and nonlinear ordinary or partial differential equations once the An 
are determined. For linear equations, the A, are not necessary. If Nu = u, the An become un. If 
we have only one linear operator (of the Lr,Ly ,Lz ,Lt), we have an ordinary (linear or nonlinear) 
differential equation. 
We can solve the equations without the additional decomposition of u0 into ~uo,m, since we 
can improve our approximation of ~, by increasing n. However, by using the additional decom- 
position and summing, we get a u0 closer to a correct solution and a more rapid convergence [4]. 
Furthermore, with the more accurate u0, we can treat a boundary-value problem as an initial- 
value problem and distinction between initial-value and boundary-value problems vanishes. 
The calculation of the An has been discussed in other places [2,5,6]; however, for the convenience 
of the renders, it is discussed in the appendix to this paper. 
SUMMARY AND SIGNIFICANCE 
These further adaptations of the decomposition method offer the possibility of efficient and 
physically correct solution of problems arising in the modeling of a number of physical and 
biological problems. This methodology allows for the solution of dynamical systems involving 
coupled systems, nonlinear ordinary or partial differential equations, and delay equations. All 
dynamical problems are basically nonlinear. Commonly used mathematical pproaches that 
involve some form of linearization or approximation are too limited in scope and involve gross 
and unsatisfactory approximations changing essentially the nonlinear nature of the actual system 
being analyzed. As a consequence, the mathematical system actually solved is quite different 
from the desired original nonlinear model. 
Randomness i , of course, another factor present in real systems due to a variety of causes. 
This can be randomness or fluctuations either in parameters of an individual system or involving 
variations from one individual to another. Randomness, orstochasticity, in physical (or biological) 
systems, like nonlinearity, is generally dealt with by perturbative methods, averagings which are 
not generally valid, or other specialized and restrictive assumptions that do not realistically 
represent fluctuations, especially if fluctuations are not relatively negligible. We emphasize that 
the methods used here do not require assumption of small randomness, closure approximations, 
or the assumption of white noise. 
This method-the decomposition method [1,3,7]--is an approximation method, but all modeling 
is approximation and this methodology approximates (accurately and in an easily computable 
manner) the solution of the real nonlinear and possibly stochastic problem rather than a grossly 
simplified linearized or averaged problem. 
Mathematical modeling must represent behavior ealistically. An analytic solution of a model 
that deviates ignificantly from the actual physical problem being modelled can convey a false 
sense of understanding, unjustified by experimental or physical results. These simplifications 
made, of course, for tractability of analysis of equations and the use of well understood math- 
ematical methods, can neglect, often quite seriously, the essentially nonlinear and stochastic 
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nature of physical and biological phenomena. Linearity is a special case and linearisation of 
nonlinear phenomena can change the problem to a different problem. It may be adequate if the 
nonlinearity is "weak" so perturbative methods become adequate. If we can deal with "strong" 
nonlinearities--as we can--then the "weakly nonlinear" or the '¢linear" cases derive from the same 
theory as well. Random fluctuations are always present in real phenomena and perturbative or 
hierarchy methods and their various adaptations will be adequate only when randomness is rela- 
tively insignificant. The method allows us to deal with "strongly" stochastic cases and to derive 
the special cases as well without the averaging procedures, closure approximations and trunca- 
tions, or assumptions of special nature for the processes such as Markov processes or Gaussian 
white noise, etc. 
It is to be noted that once we realize that we can be less constrained by the mathematics, we are 
then able to develop more realistic and sophisticated models, since modeling physical phenomena 
involves retention of essential features while striving for simplicity, so resulting equations can 
be solved. Modelling is always a compromise between realistic representation and mathematical 
tractability. With fewer limitations imposed to achieve tractability, we can make our models 
more realistic. 
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APPENDIX  
Calculation of the An Polynomials 
Write An = E~°=oC(V,n)f(~)(uo) where f(v) denotes the vth derivation of f (e) ~t u = ~0. The index v 
progresses from 1 to n. The c(v,n) axe products, or sums of products, of u components (of u whose subscripts 
add up to n) divided by the factorial of the number of repeated subscripts. Thus c(1,3) is u3, c(2, 3) ---- e l  u2, and 
c(3, 3) = (1/3!)u~. For f(u) = u 2 
i o  = f(~,o)  = ~,o ~ 
A1 = ul /(no) = 2u0ul 
(0) (0') 
A3 = uz ~ f(u0)'}" ulu2 ~ f(u0) 
Algorithr~ have also been found for composite functions f(u, u' . . . .  ) or f(u, v) and .f(u, v, w) [8]. 
